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The mysterious standing stones, burial grounds and stone circles that lace Europe, the British Isles

and other areas have intrigued scientists, writers, artists and travellers through the centuries. They

pose so many questions: Why do some places feel special? How do ley lines work? How did our

ancestors use Earth energy to map their sacred sites and burial grounds? How do ghosts and

poltergeists interact with Earth energy? How can Earth spirals and black spots affect our health?

This exploration shows how natural forces affect our behaviour, how they can be used to enhance

our health and well being, and ultimately, how they bring us closer to penetrating one of the deepest

mysteries being explored. A fascinating and visual book about subtle earth energies and how they

affect us and the world around them.
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If you like dowsing techniques or energy work, and you're interested in ley lines, you'll love this

book.If you flinch when someone applies New Age concepts to ley lines, parts of this book may



annoy you.The authors delve into ley lines as energy lines, which is a controversial leap for some

ley line purists. That said, if even 1/10 of the ideas in this book are useful, this book is well worth

reading, no matter what your background or context.Whether your interest is paranormal research,

New Age studies, history or how the landscape can affect health, there are enough fresh concepts

in this book to keep you busy for years, exploring and confirming (or refuting) the authors' research.I

particularly like the possibility that ley lines are actually a circuit of energy, sometimes forming a loop

rather than a single line. That's innovative and well-illustrated in this challenging book.This

fast-paced book includes such a wide range of topics, it could have been ten or more books.

However, the authors provide just enough information to give the reader a solid grounding (no pun

intended) in a variety of concepts and research techniques. In my opinion, they're superb and

fascinating starting points.Every page in the book could become the basis of several years' study,

for anyone who wants to pursue these groundbreaking concepts in more detail. The ample, very

clear illustrations open even more possibilities.While I raise an eyebrow at some of what the authors

say and want to study this in more depth, this is a vital textbook for anyone who seeks better

answers and new research directions as we study ley lines.I applaud the authors for sharing their

ideas and research so generously.

this is a great beginner's book. It got into the author's background, how he started out as a skeptic

and first experienced leylines, how to do it and much much more. I've only gotten through the first

couple of chapters but it has already added greatly to my understanding of geoenergies, human

elctormagnetic energy, etc. I also bought the Ley Lines of US and UK book and am disappointed

that it is so scanty for the cost and feel this book goes more into why its important and how to use it

in the world around you. If just considering one book, this is the one I would get.

This is the first book I have bought on this subject. It's okay. Most of the info is about places far from

me. I was looking more for info concerning where I live. It's okay.

Excellent book!, As a meta physicist, and musician, I connected to author's train of thought

immediately. Highly recommended for all who are on the "path of light", and inspiring for full

dna/human potential.

I definitely enjoyed reading this book, it is an absolute pandora's box of information for anyone

interested in ley lines and dousing. the book is easy to follow but quite heavy in places. Although the



concepts are global and there are some references to North America, it has more information about

ancient monuments in the United Kingdom. None the less, quite fascinating, especially given that

there are few books on the subject.

I LOVE this subject. I looked forward to receiving the book. I am so disappointed in how poorly

written it is. It seems they felt no need whatsoever for an editor. Too bad. I'd really like to know what

they have to say, but even with my keen interest in this subject, I couldn't get through it.

Ley Lines are well explained in this book, which provokes connecting thoughts towards other

applications. The author is thorough in explaining the background, illustrations, descriptions, and

detection of ley lines. I found the discourse regarding "cup marks" on stones fascinating, and the

implications of magnetic energy escaping from fault line areas very interesting. I recommend this

book for anyone interested in magnetic energies and/or ley lines discussion.

Great evidence. Provides much food for thought.
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